
 
 

MARSHAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The responsibilities outlined below are not exhaustive.  However, they will provide you with some information 
on what will be required from you especially if you have not marshalled at an Open before.  They will also act as 
a refresher for those individuals who have.  It is useful to have an awareness of all marshalling roles and I 
appreciate that it is difficult to define all actions required of the role of a marshal, as so much depends on the 
exact combination of golfer/crowd/ball position etc.  There are many other variable factors, such as weather 
conditions, which will have an influence the precise requirement for Marshals. 
 
TEE DUTIES 
 

 Try to get spectators ‘settled’ around the ropes and ensure that the players, caddies and other 
authorised personnel have clear access to the Tee. 

 
 Ensure that no one is standing in such a position as to distract the player. Remind the spectators 

to stand still and be quiet while the players are teeing off.  This should be done as the players 
enter the teeing area.   

 

 Do not stand in front of the Patrons advertising boards. 
 

 It is not necessary to always raise your ‘quiet please’ board for every shot. 
 

 You may indicate the direction of a ball to your colleagues down the fairway but remember not 
to stand in front of Patrons boards. If the Tee Marshal is trying to assist the Ball Spotters it is even 
more important that the position is chosen carefully and out of sight of the Player. 

 

 Remind spectators that mobile phones or cameras are not to be used but do not confront anyone 
about their use, politely challenge their behaviour and ask them to refrain from using them. Be 
mindful of neighbouring greens when doing this. Please do it before the players arrive on the 
tee. 

 
 Don’t speak to the players or caddies unless you are spoken to. Please don’t look for any 

autographs! 
 

 There is a radio attached to the drinks box on the Tee, this is for your use in an EMERGENCY. 
Please keep it switched off when not in use and left attached to the Tee box. 

 
 Do not help yourself to the water and refreshments on the tee, this is for the players and Officials 

ONLY (see list in Marshals Handbook). Remember to bring your own water etc. Please keep an 
eye on these supplies and if not replenished in the normal course of events just radio it in and 
someone will conduct a resupply as soon as possible. 

 

 Keep the tee tidy and litter free – if the waste bin needs emptying advise Marshal Control by 
using the radio. 
 
REMEMBER TEE MARSHALS SHOULD BE WATCHING THE CROWD NOT THE SHOT 
(Unless assisting the Spotters). 

 



BALL SPOTTERS/MARSHALS AT DRIVE LENGTH AREAS 
 

 All marshals must remain vigilant of their positioning, and particularly to ensure that you do not 
endanger yourself to injury from ball strikes. This is particularly relevant for marshals who will 
be required to operate at Drive length distances.  Please ensure you are stood back towards the 
rope line when the tee shot is being played – but ensure you can get a view of it so you can track 
the ball in flight. 

 
 If you have a problem sighting the ball then advise your Hole Controller 

 
 There is no need to stand by any ball in the fairway or semi-rough. However any ball entering 

the rough, if not visible should be indicated to the player on their approach. Any wayward shot 
into the spectators or beyond does need your immediate attention. Your aim should be to 
protect the ball’s position and endeavour to gain control of the crowd that will inevitably 
surround it. Try to imagine the shot that is likely to be played and start asking spectators to 
move back at least 3 meters. This will greatly assist the pace of play. During marquee games 
there will be travelling marshals with each game, they will assist in these circumstances.   

 
 Do not go chasing across the fairway, a provisional ball may be played or other players may have 

to drive.   
 

 Any ropes that get moved during play will need to be replaced once the player has returned to 
the fairway. Please replace the rope line to where it was as accurately as possible.  If required 
contact your Hole Controller who if necessary will request assistance from the Response Team. 

 
 If you cannot see the ball, ask the spectators. 

 
CROSSINGS 
 

 The importance of closing the crossings in time to avoid any delay in play can not be over 
emphasised. It is probably the key responsibility of marshals throughout the event to ensure 
uninterrupted play. Remember that weather conditions, particularly wind strength and 
direction, will mean your particular crossing may need operating slightly differently - even 
during the course of a day’s play. So please pay attention to changing weather conditions. 

 

 Crossings should be opened from left to right at all times – this applies to both sides of a 
crossing!! 

 

 Spectators should be reminded to walk across on the left, whilst at all times remaining within 
the white lines painted on the fairway. This is especially important at busy crossings as it will 
allow more people to cross quicker. It will also enable you to close the crossing more quickly 
when advised by your colleagues. It ensures consistency for the spectator around the whole 
course. 

 
 A marshal should walk to the middle of the crossing when it is opened, monitor the approach of 

play, communicate the need to close the crossing to colleagues then assist its closure by ushering 
the crowds appropriately.   

 
 Communication with the other members of your team is critical for how you time the closing of 

your crossings. Develop a system between yourselves that everyone is happy with. This could 
simply involve the Tee Marshal indicating when players are approaching the tee for you by 
giving you a ‘paddle’ wave. 

 
IF YOU HAVE TO HOLD A CROWD, TALK TO THEM AND EXPLAIN WHY 

 
 



FAIRWAY MARSHALS 
 

 It is recommended that you are positioned in the landing zone area so that you can assist in the 
event of a wayward ball requiring the spectators to be moved and rope lines dropped 
temporarily. It may be necessary for you to assist in monitoring the behaviour of photographers 
and others ‘inside the ropes’. A more popular group will attract greater number of press and 
crowds so some common sense and flexibility as to how you marshal these potential problems is 
expected. Hole Controllers could utilise these marshals to bolster other areas as they see fit to 
meet the demands of the day. In addition there will be Media Liaison Officers (MLO’s) 
accompanying the Marquee groups.  Their role is to control the Media as necessary and assist 
the Club Marshals where possible. 

 
FLAG MARSHALS 
 

 You are another key element in maintaining uninterrupted play. Give clear signals back to the 
tee as to when it is clear for them to play. Having given your signal please duck out of sight and 
wait for play to pass through. 

 
 
GRANDSTAND MARSHALS 
 
Grandstand Marshals must have two primary considerations at all times; 
 

 The movement and noise of spectators. 
 

 The Health and Safety of spectators in the grandstand structures. 
 

Consideration should be given to the following: 
 

 The rule of thumb for stand operating is that there will always be a marshal at the top of every 
staircase and one at the bottom of every staircase. No-one should be permitted to stand and 
spectate on a staircase. Everyone in the stand should be seated and there should be no 
obstruction of the gangways and internal stairways. 

 

 See how your particular stand operates - is there a separate staircase for entry and exit? If yes 
then a clear line of communication is necessary. Indicate how many people have left the stand so 
your colleague can allow the appropriate number of spectators onto the stand. 

 

 Do not allow movement onto or off the stand when there are players in the vicinity – this is 
particularly important for any greenside stands. 

 
 No smoking and no consumption of alcohol is permitted on the stands. Please politely 

challenge any such behaviour but never confront people. If a spectator is under the influence of 
alcohol they become a hazard and a liability should evacuation of the stand be necessary, so do 
not let them onto the grandstand.  Any unruly behaviour should be dealt with in the same way – 
politely challenge them but if they persist contact Marshal Control. 

 
All structures are designed and constructed to appropriate technical standards and are subject 
to regular inspections throughout the period of use.  However, Grandstand Marshals must 
remain vigilant for any considered defects or hazards within the structures and should be 
reported to Marshal Control immediately. 

 
 
 
 
 



GREENSIDE MARSHALS 
 

 Try to get any spectators settled prior to the arrival of the players. Be aware of the media and press 
photographers and control them whenever possible. They should have the correct accreditation.  
Marquee games will be allocated Media Liaison Officers (MLO’s) to facilitate the movement of 
media.  Any concerns by MLOs should be reported in to Marshal Control and we will inform the 
team. Try to make a note of any armband numbers for reference if appropriate.  

 
 Generally the greens should remain a sea of tranquillity for the players and you should not have 

spectator issues. However occasionally a wayward approach shot to the green may require your 
assistance.  Gain control of the area and move spectators back accordingly before the players arrive 
if at all possible. Do not move any fencing erected for crowd control unless specifically directed to 
do so by a Rules Official or the player himself. Never move any objects in the vicinity of the ball that 
could possibly move the ball. If moving the rope line be aware of wires and cables. 

 

 Do keep out of the way of any lines of putt – either in front or behind, if this is not possible stand 
still when the player approaches to take the putt.  A key indicator is when the caddie moves away. 

 
 Remember it is not necessary to always raise your quiet please board! Where appropriate kneel 

down and face the spectators.   
 

 Once players have putted out assist them transiting to the next tee by controlling spectators and 
working with any green to tee marshals. 

 
GREEN TO TEE 
 

 Work with your green and tee marshals to ensure a safe unobstructed passage for the players and 
caddies. 

 
GENERAL 
 

 All marshals should keep an eye on who is walking within the ropes. Journalists and photographers 
must have the correct accreditation (armband) and marshals are to be aware of this.  All the 
information relating to this can be found in the Marshals Handbook. However photographers may 
walk out at 90 degrees to the rope line, take some pictures and the return to it. Generally TV crews 
and their associates are the only ones with access to the fairways.  Anyone without the appropriate 
armband (Photographers may have them around their camera lens!) should be asked to return to 
the rope line. Any further abuse of such requests should be radioed in and the necessary people will 
be informed to take further action.   

 
 Needless to say members of the public should be asked to stay behind the yellow ropes! 
 
 Politeness is expected at all times – there is absolutely no need or expectation for a marshal to 

behave in a confrontational manner or use inappropriate or impolite language towards anyone 
anywhere. Smiles and politeness are generally far more effective in achieving your aim when 
challenging some inappropriate behaviour. It is always worth stressing to individuals that there are 
thousands of cameras around the course and they may not wish to become a star on YouTube or 
Twitter. 

 
 Marshals are to be prepared for inclement weather.   Waterproofs may be worn with the Marshal’s 

jacket worn on top of the waterproofs.   Due to a number of reasons Marshals are encouraged not to 
use umbrellas whilst on duty, this will be explained in detail at the Club Briefings. 

 
Marshals are not permitted to consume alcohol either prior to or during their Marshal shift.  If a Marshal wishes 
to purchase alcohol after their shift we would politely ask Marshals to remove their Marshal jacket.  
 



RELATIONSHIP WITH THE GALLERIES - COMMUNICATION 
 

 Remember they are the Paying Public and there to enjoy the event. 
 

 Talk to the public at every opportunity.  If you ask them to do something explain why and they 
will probably be more cooperative. 

 

 Remind them of the Mobile Device Policy and where and when to use them. 
 

 Try to avoid blocking the view of the spectator but not to the detriment of your role.  If 
necessary kneel down particularly near the greens and fairways. 

 
INCIDENT RESPONSES – ROLE OF MARSHALS 
 
In the event of any significant incident has already disrupted or has the potential to disrupt the event and affect 
the safety of any person, Marshals will provide an invaluable resource to help respond to the situation.  
However, it is important that all Marshals respect the Command and Control hierarchy to ensure that the 
response is appropriately directed and co-ordinated by persons in authority. Should an incident occur, Marshals 
must not put themselves in positions of danger.   
 
 
Chief Marshal – October 2016 


